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ABSTRACT

The insil i i ion irradiation capability of Argonne's HVEM-Tandem User Facility
has been employed to determine the effects of 1.5 MeV Kr+ irradiation and 300 kV
electron irradiation on the crystallization of as-deposited and of partially crystallized 40
nm thick films of CoSi2. Ion fluxes ranged from 8.5x1014 to 6.8x1015 nrr2s-1 for which
beam heating effects may be neglected. The maximum electron flux at 300 kV was
0.8x1023 nr2s-1. The maximum temperature at which crystalline CoSi2 is amorphized
by the ion irradiation of flux = 6.8x1015 nr2s"1 is between 250 and 280 K. At higher
temperatures amorphous material crystallizes by growth of any preexisting crystals
and by classical nucleation and growth, with radial growth rates which are
proportional to ion flux. The average degree of transformation per ion is 4x10"26 m3

per ion. Thermally induced crystallization of as-deposited films occurs above
approximately 420 K. For ion doses at least as low as 3.4x1016 nr2 ion irradiation at
300 K promotes thermal crystallization at 450 K, by virtue of enhanced apparant
nucleation and at large doses, by enhanced growth rate.

INTRODUCTION

A variety of experiments involving combinations of ion irradiation, electron
irradiation and thermal annealing has been conducted. The results of the most
important of these experiments have been presented in some detail elsewhere [1,2]
and are summarized below. The specimens were coevaporated thin films of CoSi2
~40 nm thick over a 5 nm thick film of amorphous silicon nitride, covering ~2.3x10*8
tn2 windows in thick Si substrates. The ion irradiation experiments were performed
employing the in situ ion beam capability of Argonne's HVEM-Tandem Facility,
whereby the response of an individual area of specimen is continuously observed
during a given ion irradiation. In order to avoid Frenkel pair production due to electron



irradiation during such observation, the HVEM was operated at 130-144 kV, well
below threshold for electron-induced displacement of Si or Co. For ion irradiations 1.5
MeV Kr was employed at an rather small incident flux of (1.7 to 3.4)x1015 rrr2 s 1 to
ensure that beam heating was negligible. For electron irradiations 300 kV was
employed to duplicate the irradiation experienced in a 300 kV TEM. The electron flux
in this case was 0.8x1023 nr2 s"1.

On the basis of TRIM 89 calculations {3] for the experimental conditions and an
assumed displacement threshold of 18 eV which is a rather smal! value, an ion dose of
1018 rrr2 corresponds to approximately 1 displacement per atom (dpa). These
calculations also indicate that approximately one of every thousand Kr ions is
smplanted, which for the largest ion dose (3x1 Q19 nr2) and the specimen thickness
employed corresponds to approximately 0.5 atomic ppm. Both of these computed
results are somewhat sensitive to the assumed displacement threshold, so that both
the resultant displacement and implantation rates are expected to be overestimated by
these values.

SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

The results of the several experiments [1,2] are as follows:
1. When an initially amorphous, as-deposited film of CoSi2is subjected to ion

irradiation at 80-90 K and then heated to 450 K where thermal crystallization is
complete in non-irradiated regions within 20-30 minutes, no nucleation of
crystallization occurs in the previously irradiated zone within 80 minutes. Crystalline
CoSi2 grows from the non-irradiated region into the irradiated material with
unchanged growth rate. While the substructure within resultant grains is very coarse
and equiaxed with rniscrientations typically of order 10 degrees in the material which
had not been son irradiated, the substructure is fine and columnar with total
misorientation range of order 10 degrees in the material which had been irradiated
(mixed).

2. When an initially amorphous, as-deposited film of CoSi2 is partially crystallized

by general heating (as opposed to locallized beam heating) during observation in a
300 kV TEM and subsequently subjected to 1.5 MeV Kr irradiation at room
temperature in the HVEM operated at 130-144 kV (below threshold for displacement
of Co or Si), the existing crystals grow at a rate proportional to ion flux, and a very fine



dispersion of new crystallites forms from the amorphous matrix. For the fine crystallites
the volume transformed per ion is approximately 4x10~26 m3.

3. When an ir.^ally amorphous, as-deposited film of CoSi2 is subjected to ion
irradiation at 85 K to a calculated dose level of about 5 dpa and then ion irradiated at
300 K, a relatively small number density of crystals results.

4. Crystalline CoSi2 is rendered amorphous by the ion irradiation at 250 K within a

dose of order 1019 rrr2.
5. When a part of an initially amorphous, as-deposited film of CoSi2 is ion

irradiated at 300 K to a dose of 3.4x1017 m*2 and the film is subseqently thermally
crystallized at 450 K, the number of crystals per unit volume in the ion irradiated
material is about 30 percent greater than in the non-irradiated material. Increasing the
initial ion dose by tenfold, however, does not increase nucleation but does result in an
increased thermal growth rate by a factor of about two in the irradiated material.

6. When a part of an initially amorphous, as-deposited film of CoSi2 is irradiated
with 300 kV electrons to a dose of approximately 3x1026 or2 at a peak flux of 0.8x1023

nr2 s"1 at 300 K and subsequently the entire specimen is ion irradiated, a profusion of
fine crystals is formed in the previously electron irradiated area.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The observation that ion beam mixing at low temperatures prior to thermal
annealing suppresses nucleation (Result 1) suggests, as one might expect, that
embryos of crystallization pre-exist in the as-deposited films, which are eliminated
during the low temperature ion irradiation. The ion-irradiated area was thinned by
sputtering and the supporting silicon nitride layer removed, causing the film to appear
somewhat buckled. This may be the origin of the refinement of substructure associated
with crystal growth into the pre-irradiated material. Another possibility, however, is the
sweeping of "defects" into the subboundaries from the amorphous material as the
crystal/glass interface migrates. The lack of nucleation in the ion beam mixed area
over the 80 minute interval at 450 K indicates that homogeneous nucleation is very
sluggish at this annealing temperature. The observation by Smith, Tu and Weiss [4]
that the thermal growth process for crystallization of these as-deposited silicide films
may be described in terms of an activation energy of 1.09 eV suggests that the
activation barrier for homogeneous nucleation may he significantly larger than the



value of 1.27 eV determined from the thermal crystallization studies by Evans and
Smith [5].

The observation that preirradiation of as-deposited material by 300 kV electrons
(Result 6) results in formation of a profuse number of crystals during subsequent ion
irradiation at 300 K indicates that the role of the electron irradiation is to increase the
number density of crystal nuclei which are critical or supercritical in size with respect to
ton-assisted growth. This interpretation is consistent with the microstructure developed
on ion-irradiation at 300 K of a film which had been partially crystallized thermally
during 300 kV electron irradiation (Result 2). It is not clear at this point whether the
electron irradiation simply assists growth of preexisting embryos or in addition
promotes homogeneous formation of suitable nuclei. This latter ambiguity can be
eliminated by comparing the ion-assisted crystallization of as-deposited material and
of low temperature, ion beam mixed material, both of which are subjected to electron
irradiation before the ion-assisted growth part of the experiment.

The observation that ion irradiation at 300 K preceding thermal crystallization at 450
K enhances the thermal growth rate for large doses and apparent crystallite nucleation
at very low doses (Result 5) may be interpreted in the following manner. The thermal
growth rate is enhanced by virtue of residual "defects" created in the amorphous
material by the room temperature ion irradiation. The apparent increased nucleation
rate is the result of ion-assisted growth of embryos in the as-deposited material to
critical size with respect to thermal growth, which were critical or supercritical in size
initially with respect to ion-assisted growth. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.

The initial thermal crystallization experiments were interpreted in terms of a
conventional nucleation and growth model [1,4]. Nucleation was supposed to occur
heterogenously at the surfaces of the film with growth proceeding radially at a constant
rate until a growing crystal met either another crystal or the other surface. The
irradiation experiments discussed here show that the thermal phenomena which were
examined in a 300 kV TEM were rather more complex. Specifically it is now clear that
it is necessary to include consideration of the effects of deviations in stoichiometry, the
existence of embryos in the as-deposited material and the effects of electron
irradiation.

There are two major models for the structure of amorphous solids: randon close
packing (RCP) for simple metallic glasses and the continous random network (CRN)
for covalent glasses. C0S12 is an interesting case because it is more highly
coordinated than materials such as SiO2, the prototype CRN material, and lower
coordinated than the cubic metals. However, the proper description of the structure of



amorphous CoSJ2 is not known. Future experiments employing EXAFS should clarify
the situation. The crystallization process is accompanied by a volume expansion; this
appears to be consistent with a transformation from a higher coordination RCP
structure to the more open fiuorite structure in which each cobalt atom occupies the
center of a cube of near neighbor silicon atoms and each silicon atom occupies the
center of a tetrahedron of cobalt atoms. The release of the latent heat of condensation
during deposition provides an energy source which may be adequate to promote the
mobility necessary for the formation of crystal embryos. These subcriitical nuclei can
be affected by any subsequent particle irradiaiton and may grow or shrink depending
particularly on the temperature at which the irradiation is performed.

The nature of the growth process is itself a matter of conjecture. In a CRN structure
the main pertubation relative to a crystalline structure is to the bond angles. These can
relax without atom interchange. In a RCP material the crystallization process is likely to
involve diffusive atomic movements. At the present stage in the thermal crystallization
study, it appears that a ledge mechanism may operate on low index faces and that the
higher index interfaces are rough. That is, from the point of view of morphology the low
index faces propagate as in a precipitation reaction and the high index faces, as in an
order-disorder reaction. In the case of growth assisted by ion irradiation the growth
process may be much more discretely abrupt as illustrated schematically in Figure 2.
In this case a volume of material at an existing crystal/amorphous interface rapidly
regrows topotactically with respect to the crystal during the cooling phase of cascade
evolution, as suggested by the model emerging from the molecular dynamic
simulations of de la Rubia, Averbach, Hsieh and Benedek [6]. This volume is
determined directly from the observation of growth as a function of ion dose. For the
case of CoSi2 and 1.5 MeV Kr irradiation discussed here, this volume is approximately
4x10'26 m3 per ion. This is an affective volume for the ion-assisted growth process and
is not necessarily a cascade core dimension.

For the case of amorphous Si (produced by ion implantation), thermal crystallization
does not occur for temperatures much below 920 K, at least partly because of sluggish
thermal nucleation kinetics. In the ion-assisted crystallization study of Im and Atwater
[7] for 775-855 K, ion-assisted nucleation rates are reported to be six to seven orders
of magnitude larger than the corresponding thermal nucleation rates. The apparent
activation energy for ion-assisted nucleation is reported to be very large, however,
3.9±0.75 eV, so that at Sower temperatures nucleation—thermal or ion-assisted—is
precluded and only epitaxial regrowth from existing crystalline Si occurs under ion
bombardment down to temperatures of about 575 K [8]. Finally at still lower



temperatures the disordering effects of ion damage become dominant. The present
study of ion-modified crystallization of CoSi2 is not complete; however, the following
comparison with the results for Si seems worth pointing out. The range of
temperatures over which the ion beam phenomena occur is considerably less in
CoSi'2 than in Si, thermal crystallization occurring rsadily at 425 K, at least in material
deposited at 300 K, and ion-induced amorphization of crystalline CoSi2, at 250 K. The
thermal crystallization of C0S12 at 450 K (Result 1), wnich may be termed thermal
regrowth in the prior ion irradiated region, corresponds to the behavior of Si at 920 K.

CONCLUSIONS

A variety of effects of 1.5 MeV Kr irradiation on crystallization of CoSi2 have been
investigated, including the effects of low temperature bombardment on subsequent
thermal crystallization and the effects of intermediate energy electron irradiation at
ambient temperature on subsequent crystallization at ambient temperature during Kr
irradiation. The average volume transformed by 1.5 MeV Kr is approximately 4x1026

m3 per ion. The creation of nuclei by electron irradiation, which are evidently of critical
size with respect to ion-assisted growth, and the promotion or retardation of nucleation
by high energy ion irradiation, depending on temperature and possibly on dose and
ion flux, provide an arsenal of tools with which to probe both the nucleation and growth
aspects of crystallization and the effective size of the ion damage zone in a nominally
amorphous solid.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. interaction of affective displacement cascade zone and crystal embryo in

amorphous matrix, (a) No interaction, (b) Partial overlap with consequent

growth of embryo, (c) Annihilation of embryo.

Figure 2. Migration of crystal/amorphous interface associated with affective

displacement cascade zone.
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